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Motivation for Multi-Higgs Models 

  Baryon asymmetry - contrary to the SM’s potential, MHDM 
potentials allow for both explicit and spontaneous CP 
violation. 

  Dark matter – one (or more) doublet(s) do not develop a 
VEV, giving rise to dark matter candidates. 

  Neutrino oscillations – eg: Zee model (2HDM + extra 
charged singlet in the potential) and variations thereof – 
masses generated at 1+ loop(s). 



SM + 1 scalar doublet  
- take the SM fields, add one doublet and write the most general 

renormalisable Lagrangian compatible with the symmetries. 

SM potential 

2HDM most general 
potential 

€ 

x1 = φ1
+φ1;  x2 = φ2

+φ2;  x3 = Re φ1
+φ2[ ];  x4 = Im φ1

+φ2[ ]

“The” 2HDM potential 

€ 

VSM = a x1 + b x1
2

€ 

V2HDM = a1 x1 + a2 x2 + a3 x3 + a4  x4 + b11 x1
2 + b22 x2

2 + b33 x3
2 + b44  x4

2

            + b12 x1x2 + b13 x1x3 + b14  x1x4 + b23 x2x3 + b24  x2x4 + b34  x3x4



  All symmetries broken → 4 GB + 4 scalar bosons (      CB) 

  U(1)em unbroken but not CP → 3 GB + 5 scalar bosons (2 
charged, H±, and 3 neutral, h1, h2 and h3) 

  U(1)em and CP unbroken → 3 GB + 5 scalar bosons (2 
charged, H± , and 3 neutral, h, H and A) 

  All symmetries unbroken →  8 scalar bosons 

SM → 4 degrees of 
freedom 

2HDM → 8 degrees of 
freedom 

2HDM particle content 



The softly broken Z2 (U(1)) symmetric 2HDM potential 

► NORMAL (N) 

► CHARGE BREAKING (CB) 

► CP BREAKING (CP) 



Can one potential have a Normal and a CB minimum 
simultaneously? 

Local minimum –
NORMAL (VN) 

Global minimum – CHARGE BREAKING (VCB) 

CB is possible in 2HDMs! Suppose we live in a 
2HDM, are we in DANGER?  





Recipe 
1. Start with a potential V(ϕ1, ϕ2) which is a function of 

the two Higgs doublets 
2. Find the stationary points (SP) of V 

3. Classify the SP (minima, saddle points, maxima) 
4. You will find three types of SP – the normal, the 

charge breaking and the CP breaking SP 
5. You just have to write the potential at each of the 

SP and call it VN, VCB and VCP respectively   
6. Compare the depths of the different V at each SP 

7. Hope for the best 

V1 – V2 < 0 



Calculated at the Normal stationary point. 

VN is a MINIMUM 

The Normal minimum is below the CB SP. The CB SP is 
a saddle point. 

VN is a MINIMUM 

For a safer 2HDM 

… more than 6 months have passed… 

Valid for the most general 2HDM but not for 3HDM! 



For charge breaking 

For CP breaking 

For 2 competing normal minima 

For charge breaking For charge breaking 

Some beautiful relations 



The global picture 

1. 2HDM bounded from below have no maxima (except for the trivial) 
2. 2HDM have at most two minima 

3. Minima of different nature never coexist 
4. Unlike normal minima, CB and CP minima are uniquely determined 
5. If a 2HDM has only one normal minimum then this is the absolute 

minimum – all other SP if they exist are saddle points   
6. If a 2HDM has a CP breaking minimum then this is the absolute 

minimum – all other SP if they exist are saddle points  

Regarding vacuum stability, 2HDMs are tree-level stable! 

PLB603 (2004), PLB632(2006),PLB652(2007)  

PRD75(2007)035001, PRD77(2008)15017 I. Ivanov 

Eur. Phys. J. C48(2006)805 
M. Maniatis, A. von Manteuffel, O. 
Nachtmann and F. Nagel 

A. Barroso, P. Ferreira, R.S. 



Potential with the soft 
breaking term. 

€ 

VG −VL  =  − 4.2 ×108  GeV

Two normal minima 

€ 

mA = mH = mH ± = 300 GeV
mh =100 GeV

€ 

mA = mH = 436 GeV
mH ± = 365 GeV
mh =190 GeV

€ 

mW = 80.4 GeV

€ 

mW =107.5 GeV



with M. Sampaio 
 and R. Coimbra 

http://gravitation.web.ua.pt/ScannerS  



Phenomenology of “the” CP 
conserving 2HDM 



The CP-conserving 2HDM potential 



2HDM Lagrangian (for the CP-conserving potential) 

  couplings that involve gauge bosons 

IV = II’ = X = Leptonic 
III = I’ = Y = Flipped 

   couplings that involve fermions 

Extending the Z2 symmetry to the fermions – 
4 independent Yukawa Lagrangians 

4 models with no FCNC at tree-level 



The Constraints 



All models 

 INDIRECT BOUNDS 

Used in all 
calculations 
presented. 

 S, T and U 

Experimental 



INDIRECT BOUNDS B factories 

 Models II and Y 

Experimental 

H-  Models I and X 

 Models II and Y 

 Models I and X 

Best available bound on 
the charged Higgs mass 



Potential has to be 
bounded from below: 

Theory must respect 
unitarity: 

Theoretical 



Theoretical 

No soft breaking term = strong 
constraint on tanβ 



LHC data and “the Higgs” 

 stolen from Y. Yamamoto 

Scalar resonance 

One Higgs? Multi-Higgs? 



The value for each production 
process is multiplied by the 
corresponding 2HDM factor.  

What do we compare to data? 

J. Baglio and A. Djouadi, JHEP 03 (2011) 055 

2HDM branching ratios are 
calculated using our own code. 

SM BR are calculated with 
the same code in the SM-like 

limit.  



€ 

Rγγ =
cosα
sinβ

⎛ 

⎝ 
⎜ 

⎞ 

⎠ 
⎟ 

2
BR2HDM (h→γγ )
BRSM (h→γγ )

The simplest example is to take model type I and consider that the 
production occurs only via gluon-gluon fusion 

€ 

RZZ =
cosα
sinβ

⎛ 

⎝ 
⎜ 

⎞ 

⎠ 
⎟ 

2

sin2(β −α)

€ 

RZZ →  1    SM - like limit

BR now depends on sinα, tanβ, 
charged scalar mass and its 
coupling to neutral scalars. 

€ 

Rγγ =
σ2HDM (pp→h) × BR2HDM (h→γγ )
σSM (pp→h) × BRSM (h→γγ )

In model type II even gluon fusion has a different factor in the 
top and in the bottom loop – with different QCD corrections.  

Higlu was used for gg 
and bb@nnlo for bb. 



Moriond 2012 update, from J.R. Espinosa, C. Grojean, M. Muhlleitner, and M. Trott,  
arXiv:1202.3697v2 [hep-ph] 

Channel RXX 



Rγγ RZZ Rbb 

Thus, measuring the number of events of the type γγ, ZZ or bb can, 
very easily, constrain the (sinα, tanβ) plane. 

How much do LHC bounds on the R’s constrain the model’s parameter 
space? 

Let us assume we have found h – the lightest CP-even Higgs and its 
mass is 125 GeV. What can we say for model I? 



•  Generate random values for all potential’s parameters, such 
that mh = 125 GeV (90 GeV < all masses < 800 GeV, 1 < tan β < 30). 

•  Ensure the potential obeys all theoretical constraints 
(unitarity, vacuum stability, etc). 

•  Impose current experimental bounds from electroweak 
precision data (S, T, U parameter bounds). 

•   Calculate all branching ratios and production rates at the LHC. 

•  Compare with ATLAS and CMS results. 



In Model I, large enhancements of Rγγ or RZZ are very difficult to obtain.  

ATLAS 
allowed 
region 

CMS 
allowed 
region 

Current LHC bounds are already extremely restrictive for this model – if Rγγ is 
proven to be larger than expected it will die peacefully with the SM. 

γγ VERSUS ZZ 



… and less constraining with bb. Same is true for ττ. 

ATLAS CMS 

γγ VERSUS bb 



Rγγ RZZ Rbb 

Larger values of R are now allowed for all decays (tau-tau is similar 
to bb). 

Again – what can we say for type II parameter space? 

What about model II? 



γγ VERSUS ZZ 

γγ VERSUS bb 

ATLAS CMS 

The charged Higgs mass is taken 
to be above 300 GeV. 

For model II the R values can be much larger. However the 
correlation between γγ and ZZ does not look promising. 



Bounds from ττ 
 h to ττ already allow us to set bounds on 
the 2HDM parameter space. 

 Type II and LS - large cross section and 
branching ratio into ττ.  

 In LS, allowed regions close to sinα = ±1 
are not compatible with h being detected in 
γγ at rates close to the SM rates.  

Type II 

LS 

 No bounds on models I and Flipped because either cross section or branching 
ratio into ττ is too small.  



Could it be the heavy CP-
even scalar? 

A 125 GeV state. 2HDMs: h, H or A? We now focus on H!  



The LEP constraints forces sinα to be close to ±1, with a severe 
impact on the observability of the lightest Higgs. 

 In 2HDMs, rates with hVV couplings (V 
= Z;W) are suppressed. sin2(β-α) < 0.2 
for mh = 105 GeV. 

 This implies a very stringent constraint 
on the (sinα; tanβ) plane, shown for mh = 
105 GeV (light yellow shaded areas).  

 For mh = 50 GeV, sin2(β-α) < 0.04, 
shown in as dark red areas. 

LEP constraints 

The lightest scalar h evaded detection. LEP experiments – associated 
production of a light Higgs (up to ~ 115 GeV). 



Type I model 

Case 1: mh = 105 GeV, mH = 125 GeV. 

Consistent with its detectability in this 
channel at the LHC. 

In this scenario the lightest Higgs decay 
into two photons will not be seen at LHC 

in the near future. 

Same conclusions for VV final states. 



Type I – fermion final states 

This raises the interesting possibility: H 
and h could both be seen in bb and ττ 
while only H can be seen in the γγ and 

VV channel at the LHC. 

In bb, H and h could both contribute 
with values close to SM – unlike in the 
previous case, they can “coexist” in the 

same region of parameter space 
(low tanβ). 

The same conclusions hold for H to ττ 
and h to ττ. 



Type II model 

Model type II and Flipped – same 
conclusions for γγ and VV (except R 

values are larger) – not shown. 

But the situation may improve with 
respect to the type I model, concerning 

bb and ττ.  

We see that both H to bb and h to bb 
could occur at a larger range of the 

parameter space. 



The LS Model 

As in the type I model, h to two photons 
is unobservably small, while H may be 

detected.  

Unlike model I, we see that the decays of 
both h and H into ττ could be 

substantially larger than in the SM.  

Decays into bb similar to those for model 
I. Simultaneous detection of h to bb 

around SM rates is only possible for low 
values of tanβ.  



Is it the heavy CP-even? 

 Case 2: mh = 50 GeV and mH = 125 GeV, implying that H to hh is 
kinematically allowed.  

a) Exact Z2: m12= 0.  

b) Softly broken Z2: m12 ≠ 0.  

 When H to hh is opened, all other branching ratios are much suppressed 
and, in particular, H could not even be seen in the γγ channel. This 
violates current LHC results for H to γγ. Hence, only regions where λHhh is 
close to zero are allowed. 

€ 

x =
2m12

2

mH
2 + 2mh

2



All models - case 2 

λHhh close to zero implies  
sinα = ±1 or 0 but only sinα = ±1 is 

consistent with the LEP bounds (in yellow). 

Same region as for case 1 (sinα = ±1).  

H may be visible in H to ΥΥ or in any 
other channel other than H to hh. 

Similar conclusions for the remaining 
models. 

Regarding bb and ττ: H might be seen in 
both decays for type I; it might be seen 
in bb but not in ττ for LS; it might be 
seen in ττ but not in bb for the Flipped; 
and it will not be seen in either for the 

type II model. 



What about the light scalar in this scenario?  

 sinα = ±1 constraint has a very strong impact on the detectability of 
the light scalar h.  

 To avoid the LEP bound, h is close to gaugephobic. Thus, it cannot be 
seen in VV, regardless of the specific 2HDM considered. 

 We have checked that h to γγ and h to bb is undetectable, while h to 
ττ is only detectable in the LS model. 

 In this scenario mH = 125 GeV, mh = 50 GeV, and m12 = 0, the LS 
model has a very interesting prediction: H may be seen in γγ, VV, and 
bb at rates around the SM value, but it will not show up in ττ, while h 
exhibits exactly the opposite features. 



Is it the heavy CP-even? 

 Case 1: mh = 105 GeV, mH = 125 GeV. 



Is it the heavy CP-even? 

 Case 2 a)  mh = 50 GeV and mH = 125 GeV, m12 = 0. 



Phenomenology of a CP 
violating 2HDM 

Motivation – which amount of mixture 
between CP-even and CP-odd states is 

preferred? 



The CP-violating 2HDM potential 

€ 

φ1 =
1
2

0
v1

⎛ 

⎝ 
⎜ 
⎞ 

⎠ 
⎟ ;  φ2 =

1
2

0
v2

⎛ 

⎝ 
⎜ 

⎞ 

⎠ 
⎟ 

€ 

Im m12
2[ ] = v1v2 Im λ5[ ]

Minimum condition 

I. F. Ginzburg, M. Krawczyk and P. 
Osland, hep-ph/0211371. 



W. Khater and P. Osland,  
Nucl. Phys. B 661, 209 (2003). 

3 masses 

Parametrisation (8) 

2 charged, H±, and 3 neutral, h1, h2 and h3 

3 angles 

ratio of vacuum expectation values 
€ 

Re m12
2[ ] soft breaking term 



2HDM Lagrangian (for the CP-violating potential) 

  couplings that involve gauge bosons 

   couplings that involve fermions 

Extending the Z2 symmetry to the fermions – 4 models with no FCNC 
at tree-level 



•  Generate random values for all potential’s parameters, such that 
mh1 = 125 GeV (~ 100 GeV < masses < 800 GeV, 1 < tan β < 30). 

•  Impose all theoretical constraints. 

•  Impose current experimental bounds from electroweak precision 
data. 

•   Calculate all branching ratios and production rates at the LHC. 

•  Compare with ATLAS and CMS results. 



ATLAS CMS 

€ 

s2 < 0.1

€ 

0.45 < s2 < 0.55

€ 

s2 > 0.83

green 

red 

blue 

More mixing means more 
parameter space to fit the data. 
With current data no significant 

difference is found between green 
and blue regions. 



ATLAS CMS 

€ 

s2 < 0.1

€ 

0.45 < s2 < 0.55

€ 

s2 > 0.83

green 

red 

blue 

Soon enough a strong constraint 
will be set on the mixing between 

states. 



(ghVV )SM ≈ (ghVV )2HDM  

(ghff )SM ≈ (ghff )2HDM 

cos(β – α) ≈ 0 
sin(β – α) ≈ 1 

(ghhh )SM ≈ (ghhh )2HDM  

(gHhh )2HDM ≈ 0   

Same couplings, same signatures, 
same results. 

The SM-like limit 

2HDM can only be excluded if the SM is excluded 



Kanemura, Okada, 
Senaha, Yuan 04 

LHC hh production (pp → hh) 



Conclusions 

 In a CP-conserving 2HDM a scalar of 125 GeV could well be 
the lightest CP-even h, or even the heavier one, H. Some very 
interesting phenomenology arises in the second scenario. 

 Same is true for a CP-violating 2HDM. The amount of mixing 
can help us distinguish between different types of 2HDMs. 

 Combination of all channels together with indirect bounds will 
soon constrain 2HDMs to SM-like regions or not… 



BUP 



Is it the heavy CP-even? 

 If m12 ≠ 0 we might have H to γγ at 
levels consistent with LHC hints in regions 
away from sinα = ±1. 

 This is shown as a scatter plot drawn for 
the type II model (similar for all other 
models) and for random choices of m12. 
One can now cover almost the entire LEP 
allowed region. 

 In this case, the phenomenology is very 
similar to the mh = 105 GeV case. 

 Lines in the (sinα; tanβ) plane where 
λHhh vanishes. A judicious choice of m12 
guarantees that H to γγ is not swamped 
by H to hh. € 

2m12
2

mH
2 + 2mh

2 =
sin(2α)sin(2β)
3sin(2α) − sin(2β)



Table presented by Apostolos Pilaftsis – Scalars 2011, Warsaw. 


